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Car companies, even the most efficient ones, are inherently slowed down by their 
dependence on human capital, and the only way to really ‘step on it’ is to automate the 
pickup and return process. Click-Ins’ unique technology performs automatic vehicle 
inspections with an unprecedented level of accuracy and consistency, so that rental, 
leasing, and carshare companies can be certain of every vehicle’s exact condition, 
every time it changes hands. 

By standardizing the inspection process and introducing transparency into every 
transaction, car companies can know the exact condition of every vehicle throughout 
its lifecycle, maintain top vehicle quality at all times, recognize any damage as it 
happens, and streamline damage repair processes. This new standard of quality also 
minimizes loss, while improving user experience and communication with service 
providers, insurers, and other third parties.

Simplicity Speed Accuracy & Consistency

Submit photos of the vehicle 
through an intuitive mobile 
app, and we will perform an 
immediate inspection.

All photos are analyzed in near 
real-time, and a complete report 
is generated within seconds.

Unique auto-inspection technology 
provides highly-accurate damage 
assessment and comparison.

The Efficiency of AutomationThe Efficiency of Automation

Streamline Transactions 

Standardize & Eliminate Friction

Minimize Loss

Monitor Carsharing Transactions

Advance to an automated car pickup and return process and 
simplify inspection for employees, service managers, and users, 
by providing them with an intuitive mobile-guided image-
capture tool that is fully integrated into their existing workflow 
and requires no training.

Improve user experience, reduce friction at touchpoints, and 
build customer loyalty by implementing a simple, efficient, 
and standardized pickup and return process that is completely 
transparent to the customer.

Get on-the-spot, accurate damage detection and analysis and 
be certain of the extent of the damage as well as the parties 
involved, to avoid losses due to undetected damages. 

Gain a virtual presence at every carshare interaction by 
automatically inspecting the vehicle upon rental and return, for 
full transparency as to the exact condition of the vehicle, and 
optimal maintenance.
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Simple Integration 
Seamlessly integrate Click-Ins with front-end and 
business automation applications, using software APIs. 

Top Image Quality
Generate premium data , using any mobile device, to 
ensure highly-accurate damage and risk assessments, by 
verifying image quality in near real-time and by receiving 
image capture instructions through an intuitive UI.

Lean Deployment
Implement Click-Ins’ SaaS cloud solution into any work 
process and any scale of operation, with no reliance on 
additional hardware or proprietary applications.

High Precision and 
Repeatability
Automate vehicle inspection process and detect fraud, 
by applying Click-Ins’ hybrid AI technology and patented 
fingerprint approach, for accurate and consistent 
damage detection.

Unparalleled 
Flexibility
Instantly teach AI new trends, requirements, 
regulations, vehicle models, parts, colors, and more, 
using self-developed simulated data rather than 
millions of user photos.

Immediate
Operation
Quickly begin operating Click-Ins with no AI training 
period, as it has already been pretrained using 
proprietary data.

End-to-end
Solution
Effortlessly integrate with third-party solutions, such 
as FNOL, authentication and estimation platforms, 
telematics solutions and more, to expand service range, 
and facilitate new business models.

About Click-InsAbout Click-Ins
Founded with the aim of simplifying vehicle inspection, Click-Ins introduces AI-driven automated technology that completely redefines 
its category. Helping insurance and car companies transition from manual procedures to fast and efficient, fact-based processes, Click-
Ins provides a user experience that is both simpler and more reliable, for all parties involved.

To achieve the highest level of transparency and certainty, Click-Ins has developed a hybrid approach to AI. Using proprietary-simulated 
data to pretrain AI modules, and leveraging multidisciplinary technologies, Click-Ins’ SaaS cloud solution accurately and consistently 
recognizes any damage, with no training period required. 

With its highly-skilled team of technology, automotive, insurance and business experts, Click-Ins is headquartered in Israel, with offices 
and partners in the USA and Europe, providing 24/7 service to customers worldwide.


